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Abstract
We propose a new class of rewrite systems that are conservative extensions of rst-
order conditional term rewrite systems together with time features such as clocks,
signals, timed terms, timed atoms and timed rules. We dene rst timed term
rewrite systems by their syntax and illustrate them through some examples. We
provide then a semantics based on labelled transition systems. Finally, we show
how our framework compares to related work.
1 Introduction
Term rewrite systems have been widely investigated during the last years
[5,11,6]. They are the bases of many modern declarative languages, theorem
provers and program validation techniques. The main motivation of this work
comes from the observation that term rewrite systems fail to specify in a
natural way real-world applications where time is involved. Indeed, consider
for instance the boolean operator Alarm with the following prole device sort
 ! bool such that Alarm(device) is true whenever device has been broken for
the last ten seconds. Unfortunately, such simple program cannot be described
rigorously using classical rewrite systems.
In this paper, we introduce timed term rewrite systems as a new class of
rewrite systems which allows one to specify declaratively applications where
the notion of time, should it be qualitative or quantitative, is involved. Our
approach is new and departs from the proposals already made in order to
add time into some declarative languages such as tcc [16], Templog [1], and
Chronolog [19]. Roughly speaking, a timed rewrite system is provided with
user-dened and incoming signals like in synchronous languages, e.g. [9]. A
signal is a stream of pairs (ticks, values) that happen over time. We assume
given a canonical signal or clock, noted Ref which serves as a reference for
other signals. In general, operator denitions within a timed rewrite sys-
tem or program P may depend on time. Thus, at each instant t, of Ref, a
c
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new rewrite system consisting of operator denitions is updated in the same
way as in data-ow languages. We obtain then, a stream of rewrite systems,
F
0
;F
1
; : : : ;F
t
; : : :. At any instant t, F
t
constitutes a classical rewrite system
which may be used as usual, e.g., simplication or resolution of formulas.
In order to make easier the description of such timed rewrite systems,
we enrich rst-order terms by a temporal operator at which is used to refer
to past denitions. For example the expression at( 3 seconds)f(0) + f(1)
is meant to add the value of f(0) three seconds before now and the value
of f(1) at the current instant. On the other hand, we also enrich classical
atoms by allowing the use of the box 2 and diamond 3 modal operators over
intervals. A timed atom 2
I
B, respectively 3
I
B, holds i the atom B holds
at every instant, respectively at one instant at least, of the time interval I.
The rewrite rules we consider in this paper have the following general shape
lhs ! trhs ( Body when Tail where lhs (resp. trhs) is a term (resp. timed
term) representing the left-hand side (resp. right-hand side) of the rule, Body
and Tail are conjunctions of possibly timed atoms or equations. The role of
tails is to lter at every instant, t, the rewrite rules that constitute the rewrite
system F
t
.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces
the class of timed rewrite systems and provide sample examples illustrating our
framework. Then, we propose a semantics of our programs based on labelled
transition systems. In section 4, we compare our proposal to related work.
Section 5 points some issues related to operational semantics and concludes
the paper.
2 Timed Rewrite Systems
We dene a timed rewrite system or program as a pair P = < ; R> where
 is a timed rst order signature and R is a set of timed conditional rewrite
rules.
A timed rst order signature is a triple <S ; S ; 
> where S is a set of
sorts, S is an S
+
-sorted family of signals and 
 is an S
+
-sorted family of timed
operators. S
+
stands for the set of non empty strings over S. We assume that
S contains at least the sort of booleans, bool, and the sort of naturals, nat.
The meaning of a signal in our approach is very close to the ones introduced
in some synchronous languages, e.g., [9,7]. A signal s of sort s
1
; : : : ; s
n
; s,
noted s : s
1
; : : : ; s
n
 ! s is a stream of operator denotations. These deno-
tations are associated implicitly to some instants over time. These instants
constitute a set called ticks of s. Hence, our notion of time is linear and multi-
form. Every signal s is associated to a boolean operator noted !s which is
equal to true on the ticks of the considered signal s.
The family S contains a distinguished signal we call reference signal of
prole Ref :  ! nat. More precisely, Ref is the nest signal i.e. for all
signals s in S, the ticks of s are mapped into those of Ref. At the beginning,
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the value of Ref is 0, then it increments by one at each instant. Its value may
be useful as a clock which gives the number of the current instant.
Starting from a timed signature, we introduce the notion of timed terms
in order to take into account the \temporization" of operators thanks to the
presence of signals. The denition of an operator, say !, may change at
every instant. We refer to a past denition of an operator by using a special
temporal operator denoted at which extends the pre operator of Lustre [7]
and $ operator of Signal [9]. We write at ( n s ) ! to refer to the operator !
at the instant corresponding to n ticks of signal s before the current instant.
In general, we can use several at-expressions to dene the right instant in the
past of an operator. For that we use timed operator expressions or toe for
short, as dened below:
 ::= ! j at ( n s ) 
where ! is an operator, n is a positive natural number, s is a signal,  is a toe.
The toes of the form at ( n s )  are called past toes. Timed terms extend
classical ones by referring to past denitions of operators. They are dened
as follows :
tt ::= x j  ( u
1
; : : : ; u
m
)
where x is a variable,m is a natural number (m  0),  is a toe and u
1
; : : : ; u
m
are well-sorted timed terms.
Formulas in R are timed conditional rewrite rules of the following form:
lhs ! trhs ( B when C
where lhs is a rst order term, trhs is a timed term, B and C are possibly
empty conjunctions of timed atoms. lhs ! trhs is called head, B body and C
tail. A timed atom is either an equation u
1
== u
2
where u
1
and u
2
are two
timed terms, a formula 3j
1
b
1
.. b
2
j
2
B
0
which holds whenever the timed atom
B
0
is true at least once during the interval j
1
b
1
.. b
2
j
2
, or a formula 2j
1
b
1
..
b
2
j
2
B
0
which holds whenever the timed atom B
0
is true at every instant of the
interval j
1
b
1
.. b
2
j
2
. Atoms of the form 2j
1
b
1
.. b
2
j
2
B
0
(respectively, 3j
1
b
1
..
b
2
j
2
B
0
) are called past-box atoms (respectively, past-diamond atoms). j
1
and
j
2
stand either for the symbol [ or for the symbol ] indicating if the bounds
are included or not in the interval, and b
1
and b
2
represent pairs noted  n s
where n is a non null natural number and s is a signal. We also use \now"
as a particular form of b
2
to indicate the current instant. The role of tails is
to lter the rewrite rules to be considered at each instant. A timed program
P generates an innite sequence of classical (atemporal) rewrite systems, F
t
,
also called stores in the sequel, as depicted in Figure 1. Intuitively, at each
instant t, F
t
includes all the rewrite rules ' such that ' when C is in P and
C holds at t. Since the tail is a conjunction of timed atoms, an empty (or
missing) tail is always considered as true.
We introduce now some technical denitions and notations which we use in
the sequel. We write F ` B to note that atom B holds in the classical rewrite
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F
0
F
1
F
t
. . .
. . .
P
Fig. 1. Store Generation
system F . We say that a timed rewrite rule  denes an operator ! if ! is the
outermost operator of the left-hand side of the head of . We note Def
P
(!),
the set of timed rewrite rules dening operator ! in the timed program P.
However, Def
P
(!) is not self-contained in the sense that it may contain some
operator !
0
which is not dened in it. So, we introduce the notation Def
c
P
(!)
for the set of timed rewrite rules dening completely an operator ! in the timed
program P. For each operator !
0
occurring in Def
c
P
(!), Def
c
P
(!) contains
the timed rewrite rules of P dening !
0
. We call atemporal operator, a timed
operator ! of a timed program P such that Def
c
P
(!) does not contain any
reference to timed syntactic entities. Notice that a classical term rewrite
systems consists only of atemporal operator denitions. We note Rf! 7 ! !
0
g
for the result of the replacement of a timed operator ! by a timed operator
!
0
in the set R of timed rewrite rules.
Below we give some toy examples in order to illustrate our framework.
Example 2.1 (Fibonacci)
In this example, we give two dierent denitions of Fibonacci function.
This function is often used to show the abilities of synchronous languages.
In our framework, we can dene Fibonacci function either by following syn-
chronous style (b1) or a pure declarative style (b2). However, b1 will be a
timed operator whose value will change during the execution and b2 will be
an atemporal operator.
1. b1 ! 0 when Ref == 0
2. b1 ! 1 when Ref == 1
3. b1 ! at ( 1Ref ) b1 + at ( 2Ref ) b1
when Ref> 1 == true
1. b2(0) ! 0
2. b2(1) ! 1
3. b2(x) ! b2(x-1) + b2(x-2) ( x > 1 == true
Example 2.2 (Steam boiler)
This example is inspired from [4]. The aim is to maintain the water level
in a steam boiler between two limits low level and high level as far as possible.
Without any intervention, this level is decreasing because of the outgoing of
steam. The value of the nat-sorted incoming signal steam provides the current
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measured steam, and the value of the nat-sorted incoming signal level provides
the current measured level of water. If the level is out of the interval [ low level ;
high level ] during more than 5 instants, an alarm must be triggered. The
actual alarm is triggered whenever a new tick of boolean signal alarm occurs.
The denition of alarm is:
alarm ! true when 2 [   5Ref ::now [ level > high level == true
alarm ! true when 2 [   5Ref ::now [ level < low level == true
Notice that the value of alarm is always true. This is not a problem since we
are just interested in the ticks of the signal alarm, that is to say, the value of
!alarm. This value equals true only if one of the two tails above holds.
The control of the water level is performed thanks to four pumps pump 1,
pump 2, pump 3 and pump 4 of the same outow P. pump 1, pump 2, pump 3
and pump 4 are atemporal operators of sort pump sort, and P is a nat-sorted
atemporal operator. These pumps feed the steam boiler with water in or-
der to make up for the outgoing of water steam. They are controlled by a
signal pump order of prole pump sort  ! pump order sort. The data type
pump order sort consists of two constructors, say on and o. When a tick of
pump order occurs, orders are sent to the pumps. pump order (P) == onmeans
that pump p must be working and pump order (P) == o means that pump
p must be idle. We suppose the orders are executed before the next instant
without failure. In addition, work should be fairly distributed among pumps.
Therefore, the value of pump order depends on two parameters: the required
number req pump nb of pumps to be \on" as well as the condition of fairness
among the pumps. The last parameter is achieved by an ordering over the
pumps given by a list (of pumps) ord pump list. The rst elements of such a
list represent the rst pumps to be selected to perform the needed work at
the next instant. ord pump list is partitioned into two lists working pumps and
resting pumps such that working pumps (resp. resting pumps) is the list of the
pumps which should be working (resp. idle) at the next instant. ord pump list
is a signal of prole pump sort list. working pumps and resting pumps are timed
operators of prole pump sort list. req pump nb is a timed operator of prole
nat.
Whenever the list working pumps is modied, we send the order on to each
pump belonging to working pumps and o to the others. So, the denition of
pump order is:
pump order (p) ! if is in(p,working pumps) then on else o
when working pumps 6= at ( 1Ref ) working pumps == true
The list of pumps working pumps is the prex of ord pump list such that the
length of this prex is the required number of pumps req pump nb. Conversely,
the list of pumps resting pumps is the remaining complementary list of pumps
in ord pump list w.r.t. working pumps. The denitions of working pumps and
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resting pumps are (operators prex and delete prex are straightforward):
working pumps ! prex(req pump nb,ord pump list)
when !ord pump list == true
resting pumps ! delete prex(req pump nb,ord pump list)
when !ord pump list == true
On the other hand, the value of req pump nb depends on the measured
quantity of steam (steam) as well as the measured water level (level). When
level is greater than high level, we need to lower the water level. So, the
required number req pump nb of working pumps is the result of the division
of steam over the outow P. When level is lower than low level, we need to
rise the water level. So, the required number req pump nb of working pumps
is the result of the division of steam by P, incremented by one. Thus, as the
formulas calculating the number of required pumps are dierent according to
the position of the level of water, we use a timed operator req pump fct of
prole nat  ! nat which selects, at every instant, the right formula to be
considered.
req pump nb ! req pump fct (steam)
req pump fct (s) ! s div P when level > high level == true
req pump fct (s) ! (s div P)+1 when level < low level == true
Note that the following denition induces a way of calculating the required
number of pumps dierent from the one of [4], since req pump nb is calculated
to nearest penny at each instant even if level is between low level and high level.
The strategy we use to ensure a fair distribution of work among pumps
consists in using pumps in turn for a xed duration d where d is a natural
number. The pumps which have worked more (resp. less) than d instants
are said strained (resp. fresh). The list of strained, (resp. fresh) pumps is
calculated by applying to working pumps, the function strained (resp. fresh).
These functions are timed operators of prole pump sort list  ! pump sort
list.
Since the pumps react to orders immediately, the current state of a pump
is given by the last order we sent. So, strained extracts from a pump list, the
sublist of the pump p such that 2 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == on.
strained ([]) ! []
strained (p::l) ! p::strained (l) (
2 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == on
strained (p::l) ! strained (l) (
3 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == o
Likewise, fresh extracts from a pump list, the sublist of the pump p such
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that 3 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == o:
fresh ([]) ! []
fresh (p::l) ! p::fresh (l) ( 3 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == o
fresh (p::l) ! fresh (l) ( 2 [   dRef ::now [ pump order (p) == on
Now we are ready to dene ord pump list. It is built by appending (+) the
following three lists:

fresh (at ( 1Ref ) working pumps) which stands for the still fresh working
pumps,

at ( 1Ref ) resting pumps which stands for the current idle pumps,

strained (at ( 1Ref ) working pumps) which stands for the current strained
pumps.
The updating of ord pump list happens when the number of pumps which
we need to set on is modied (i.e., req pump nb 6= at ( 1Ref ) req pump nb
== true) or some working pumps are strained (i.e., strained (at ( 1Ref )
working pumps) 6= [] == true).
ord pump list ! [ pump 1 ; pump 2 ; pump 3 ; pump 4 ] when Ref == 0
ord pump list ! fresh (at ( 1Ref ) working pumps)
+ at ( 1Ref ) resting pumps + strained (at ( 1Ref ) working pumps)
when req pump nb 6= at ( 1Ref ) req pump nb
or (strained (at ( 1Ref ) working pumps)) 6= [] == true
3 Labelled Transition System
We assume in the sequel that a timed rewrite system P is given with signature
<S ; S ; 
>. As depicted in Figure 1, a run of a program P generates a stream
of stores, F
0
;F
1
; : : : ;F
t
; etc. In this section, we dene precisely how such
stores are computed. A program P denes a labelled transition system. To
each instant t, corresponds a state of such a transition system which contains,
among other technical entities, a classical term rewrite system F
t
. Roughly
speaking, the computation of F
t
is done in four stages: P

, P

, P

and P
Æ
.
We explain these stages in the following.
3.1 Past toe and past atom replacement: P

P

is obtained from P, at instant t, by eliminating toes and past atoms.
This calculus is performed by a function h:i
t
depending on time instant t and
dened on the structure of the timed rewrite rules, so that, at a given instant
t, P

= hPi
t
. Every toe occurring in P of the form at ( n s )! is replaced by
a new operator b!e
t
0
where t
0
denotes the number of the absolute instant, i.e.
the value of Ref, at the instant corresponding to at ( n s ) w.r.t. to instant t.
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t
0
is denoted by the expression abs instant(n ; s ; t ) and satises the following
property:
Property 1
 At the instant t
0
, a tick of s occurred.
 Exactly n ticks of s had happened from the instant t
0
until t  1.
Thus, if t is the current instant, abs instant( n ; s ; t ) is the instant which
happened n ticks of s ago. The function abs instant is partial. Indeed,
abs instant( n ; s ; t ) is not dened if less than n ticks of s had occurred from
the rst instant 0 until t   1. If a past toe at ( n s )! occurs in a timed
rewrite rule and abs instant( n ; s ; t ) is not dened, then at ( n s )! cannot
be evaluated and the whole timed rewrite rule does not occur in P

. The com-
putation of abs instant( n ; s ; t ) is performed by scanning the stores of the
past from t 1 backwards until an instant t
0
verifying Property 1. abs instant
is formally dened by the following rules:
Denition 3.1 (abs instant)
(i) abs instant( 1 ; s ; t ) = t  1
if t > 0 and F
t 1
` !s == true
(ii) abs instant( n ; s ; t ) = abs instant( n  1 ; s ; t  1 )
if abs instant( n  1 ; s ; t  1 ) is dened, t > 0, n > 1 and F
t 1
` !s ==
true
(iii) abs instant( n ; s ; t ) = abs instant( n ; s ; t  1 )
if abs instant( n ; s ; t  1 ) is dened, t > 0, and F
t 1
` !s == false
Rule (i) stops the scanning of the stores of the past, because t  1 veries
Property 1. Rule (ii) and Rule (iii) continue the scanning taking into account
the possible occurrence of a tick of signal s at the previous instant. The
proof that abs instant( n ; s ; t ) veries Property 1 is straightforward by using
induction on the rst argument of abs instant.
When a past toe is of the general form at ( n
1
s
1
) : : : at ( n
m
s
m
)!, we
proceed likewise by iterating recursively the function abs instant to obtain
the instant corresponding to at ( n
1
s
1
) : : : at ( n
m
s
m
) .
Example 3.2 Consider Figure 2. To calculate t
2
, the instant corresponding
to at ( n
1
s
1
) at ( n
2
s
2
) w.r.t. instant t, we need rst to calculate instant t
1
.
t
1
corresponds to at ( n
1
s
1
) w.r.t instant t, i.e., t
1
= abs instant (n
1
; s
1
; t ).
Then, t
2
is obtained from t
1
as follows : t
2
= abs instant (n
2
; s
2
; t
1
).
The elimination of a past atom, sayB, of the form3 j
1
  n
1
s
1
::  n
2
s
2
j
2
B
0
consists in replacingB by a disjunction
W
t
0
2j
1
t
1
; t
2
j
2
hB
0
i
t
0
where t
1
= abs instant
(n
1
; s
1
; t ) and t
2
= abs instant (n
2
; s
2
; t ). If abs instant is not dened on
(n
1
; s
1
; t ), then we consider t
1
= 0. In addition, if abs instant is not dened
on (n
2
; s
2
; t ), then B is replaced by an atom noted FALSE which is always
false. If the disjunction is empty then we consider B is replaced by FALSE
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t
t  1
t
2
t
1
  1
t
1
n
2
ticks of s
2
n
1
ticks of s
1
Tick of s
2
Tick of s
1
t
2
is the instant corresponding to at ( n
1
s
1
) at ( n
2
s
2
) w.r.t. instant t.
Fig. 2. Absolute instant
too. The case of the past-box atoms, 2 j
1
 n
1
s
1
..  n
2
s
2
j
2
B
0
, is similar to
past-diamond atoms: disjunctions become conjunctions and the atom FALSE
becomes an atom noted TRUE which is always true.
Finally, the formal denition of h:i
t
is given below. Recall that P

= hPi
t
.
By abuse of notation we note hXi
t
the application of h:i
t
on X where X
could be either, a program, a timed rewrite rule, a conjunction of atoms, an
equation, a term or a toe.
Denition 3.3 (h:i
t
)
Let P be a program and t an instant. P

= hPi
t
is dened as follows.
-on sets of timed rewrite rules
hPi
t
= f hi
t
=  2 P g
-on timed rewrite rules
hlhs! trhs ( B when Ci
t
= lhs! htrhsi
t
( hBi
t
when hCi
t
-on conjunctions of timed atoms
hB ^B
0
i
t
= hBi
t
^ hB
0
i
t
- on equations
hu
1
== u
2
i
t
= hu
1
i
t
== hu
2
i
t
- on past box atom of the form B = 2 j
1
  n
1
s
1
::  n
2
s
2
j
2
B
0
hBi
t
=
V
t
0
2j
1
t
1
; t
2
j
2
hB
0
i
t
0
if
8
<
:
t
1
= abs instant( n
1
; s
1
; t )
t
2
= abs instant( n
2
; s
2
; t )
hBi
t
=
V
t
0
2[ 0 ; t
2
j
2
hB
0
i
t
0
if
8
<
:
abs instant is not dened on (n
1
; s
1
; t )
t
2
= abs instant( n
2
; s
2
; t )
hBi
t
= TRUE if abs instant is not dened on (n
2
; s
2
; t )
- on past diamond atom of the form B = 3 j
1
  n
1
s
1
::  n
2
s
2
j
2
B
0
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hBi
t
=
W
t
0
2j
1
t
1
; t
2
j
2
hB
0
i
t
0
if
8
<
:
t
1
= abs instant( n
1
; s
1
; t )
t
2
= abs instant( n
2
; s
2
; t )
hBi
t
=
W
t
0
2[ 0 ; t
2
j
2
hB
0
i
t
0
if
8
<
:
abs instant is not dened on (n
1
; s
1
; t )
t
2
= abs instant( n
2
; s
2
; t )
hBi
t
= FALSE if abs instant is not dened on (n
2
; s
2
; t )
- on timed terms
hxi
t
= x
h(u
1
; : : : ; u
m
)i
t
= hi
t
( hu
1
i
t
; : : : ; hu
m
i
t
)
- on toes
h!i
t
= b!e
t
if ! is not atemporal
h!i
t
= ! if ! is atemporal
hat ( n s )i
t
= hi
abs instant( n ; s ; t )
if abs instant is dened on (n ; s ; t )
Where ! is a timed operator,  a toe, s a signal, x a variable, lhs a rst-
order term, trhs, u
1
; : : : ; u
m 1
and u
m
timed terms, B, B
0
and C timed atoms
and m  0, n > 0.
Example 3.4 Consider the following toy example:
1. f(x) ! x+1 when s > 15 == true
2. f(x) ! x-1 when s < 5 == true
3. m ! 10 when Ref == 0
4. m ! f(at ( 1 s ) m) when 2 [ -3 Ref .. -1 Ref ] s  10 == true
where s : nat is an incoming signal, f : nat  ! nat is a timed operator, m :
nat is a signal.
Assume that a tick of s occurs at instant 0 and does not occur at instant 1.
Thus, at instant 2, P

for this specication is:
h1i
2
. bfe
2
(x) ! x+1 when bse
2
> 15 == true
h2i
2
. bfe
2
(x) ! x-1 when bse
2
< 5 == true
h3i
2
. bme
2
! 10 when bRefe
2
== 0
h4i
2
. bme
2
! bfe
2
(bme
0
) when bse
0
 10 == true ^ bse
1
 10 == true
At instant 0, P

is:
h1i
0
. bfe
0
(x) ! x+1 when bse
0
> 15 == true
h2i
0
. bfe
0
(x) ! x-1 when bse
0
< 5 == true
h3i
0
. bme
0
! 10 when bRefe
0
== 0
Note that h4i
0
does not hold in P

because hat ( 1 s ) mi
0
is not dened.
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3.2 Adding needed denitions: P

In the second stage, we compute a new program P

. P

= P

[ In[D where
In is the set of rules dening the incoming signals and D consists of rewrite
rules dening the new operators introduced in P

, of the form b!e
t
0
, where
0  t
0
< t. The axioms in D are copied from the stores previously computed.
At the end of this stage, P

is a timed program without any reference to toes
nor past atoms.
Example 3.5 Consider the timed program given in Example 3.4. Assume
that a tick of s occurs at instant 0 and at instant 2, but does not occurs at
instant 1. Suppose also that at instant 0, the given value of signal s is 2 and at
instant 2, the given value of s is 8. So, at instant 2, the rewrite rules dening
the incoming signals (In) are:
5. bRefe
2
! 2 6. bse
2
! 8
On the other hand, we need the denitions of operators bme
0
, bse
0
, bse
1
to
complete P

. These denitions (D), given below, are available in the stores
F
0
and F
1
.
7. bme
0
! 2 8. bse
0
! 2 9. bse
1
! 2
So, at instant 2, P

consists of all the timed rewrite rules of P

and the
rewrite rules 5 to 9. Note that, at instant 0, the set of denitions D of the
new operators introduced in P

is empty because no instant happened before
instant 0.
3.3 Tail removal: P

At a third stage, we compute a new program P

from P

. Roughly speaking,
P

contains the rewrite rules ' such that there exists a timed rewrite rule
\' when C" in P

where C holds in P

(cf. Denition 3.7 for a precise
denition). Whenever all the tails of rules dening an operator b!e
t
in P

are
false, we dene b!e
t
in P

as b!e
t 1
. This last operation enables the timed
operators to have a value even if they are not redened at the current instant
(remanence property). At instant t, if b!e
t
represents the current value of
some signal s and if b!e
t
has been redened, then a tick of s occurs and the
rule !s ! true is added to P

. Otherwise, no tick of s occurs and the rule
!s! false is added to P

.
Example 3.6 Consider the timed program given in Example 3.4 with the
assumptions of Example 3.5.
At instant 2, since the value of s is 8, neither the tail of h1i
2
, nor the tail of
h2i
2
holds in P

. Thus, the denition of bfe
2
is the one of F
1
up to renaming
of the operators. Assume the timed rewrite rule dening bfe
1
in F
1
is bfe
1
(x)
! x-1. Hence, the denition of bfe
2
occurring in P

is:
1
0
. bfe
2
(x) ! x-1
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Likewise, the tail bRefe
2
== 0 of h3i
2
does not hold in P

. However, the
tail bse
0
 10 == true ^ bse
1
 10 == true of h4i
2
is true in P

. Thus, the
denition of bme
2
occurring in P

is:
2
0
. bme
2
! bfe
2
(bme
0
)
Since m is a signal, P

also contains:
3
0
. b!me
2
! true
The timed rewrite rules 5 to 9 are classical rewrite rules. Hence, they
belong to P

, straightforward. Since Ref and s are signals, the following
timed rewrite rules denes their tick:
10. b!Refe
2
! true
11. b!se
2
! true
So, P

consists of the rewrite rules 1
0
, 2
0
, 3
0
and the rewrite rules 5 to 11.
Since all the timed rewrite rules are considered at the same instant, the
deletion of their tails may be not computable due to causality loops. The
following example illustrates the problem:
A ! true when B == true
B ! true when A == true
The computation of the denition of bAe
t
requires the computation of the
denition of bBe
t
and vice versa. Hence, the elimination of tails is not possible
in this case. The problem of causality loop exists in most of synchronous
programming languages [10]. A solution consists in stratifying the considered
program, i.e., nding an ordered partition of the set of the timed operators
into subsets, say strata, such that:
Requirement 1 The tails of each timed rewrite rule of a given stratum are
closed and decidable formulas expressed through the operators of the lower
strata.
The order relation over the partition is partial. To make easier the reading,
we linearize it so to be able to number the strata. All the strata are noted
stratum
i
where i is a natural number between 1 and the cardinal n
strata
of
the partition. They are indexed according to the order on strata from the
lowest to the highest. Notice that such stratication of programs has also
been considered in logic programming languages (e.g. [13]). In addition, for
real-time applications, tails should be computable in a sensible amount of
time.
The stratication induces a data-ow calculus for the construction of P

.
The formal denition of P

is given in Denition 3.7. However, we need to
introduce rst a technical denition which represents a rough tail deletion.
Valid def
P;F
(!) = f ' = \' when C" 2 Def
P
(!) and F ` C g
where P is a timed program and F is a classical rst-order program.
Valid def
P;F
(!) consists of the rewrite rules ' such that a timed rewrite rule
of the form ' when C belongs to P and C is true in the rst-order program F .
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Denition 3.7 (P

)
Let (P

0
; : : : ;P

n
strata
) be a nite stream of classical rst order program dened
as follows:

P

0
= ;,

P

i
= P

i 1
[ A
i
[ B
i
[ C
i
[ D
i
for all i 2 [1; n
strata
]
where:
A
i
=
[
!2stratum
i
8s2S;! 6=!s
Valid def
P

;P

i 1
(b!e
t
)
B
i
=
[
!2stratum
i
8s2S;! 6=!s
f Def
F
t 1
(b!e
t 1
) fb!e
t 1
7 ! b!e
t
g = Valid def
P

;P

i 1
(b!e
t
) = ; g
C
i
=
[
s2stratum
i
\S
f !s! true = Valid def
P

;P

i 1
(bse
t
) 6= ; g
D
i
=
[
s2stratum
i
\S
f !s! false = Valid def
P

;P

i 1
(bse
t
) = ; g
Then, the result P

of the third stage is P

n
strata
.
Since P

0
 P

1
     P

n
strata
, P

is constructed stepwise on the strata.
At each stratum i, we add the denitions of timed operators contained in
stratum
i
. A
i
(resp. B
i
) represents the set of denitions of the timed operators
(dierent from signal ticks) which have been re-dened (resp. have not been
re-dened) at the current instant. C
i
(resp. D
i
) represents the denition of
the signal ticks which have occurred (resp. have not occurred) at the current
instant.
3.4 Rewrite rule simplication: P
Æ
P

is a set of classical rewrite rules. However, we give the following example
to motivate an ultimate stage of simplication. Suppose that, at each instant
t, F
t
is calculated from the rst three stages P

, P

and P

. Consider the
timed program given in Example 3.4 with the assumptions of Example 3.5.
F
3
contains the rewrite rulebme
3
! bfe
3
(bme
2
) and the complete denition
of bme
2
taken from F
2
(i.e. P

in Example 3.6). This complete denition of
bme
2
is:
2'. bme
2
! bfe
2
(bme
0
)
1'. bfe
2
(x) ! x-1
7. bme
0
! 2
So, one may guess that, the number of rewrite rules needed to dene bme
t
increases at each instant t. This is not tractable. So, we add a fourth stage
whose aim is to prevent from unbound increase of the number of timed rewrite
rules in the stores during the execution. It consists in computing for each timed
constant
1
!, all its values v and replacing the denition of ! by atemporal
1
i.e. timed operator without arguments
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rules ! ! v. The new program is noted P
Æ
, and at the instant t, F
t
is P
Æ
.
Example 3.8 Consider P

in Example 3.6. The rewrite rule 1
0
denes a
function. Thus, it remains unchanged. The rewrite rule 3
0
and the rewrite
rules 5 to 11 dene constants. However, since their right-hand side is in normal
form, they cannot be simpler. On the other hand, the remaining rewrite rule
2
0
denes a constant and can be simplied. Since the normalization of bme
2
leads to 1, the new rewrite rule replacing 2
0
is bme
2
! 1.
Unfortunately, the stage of simplication cannot be applied to timed
functions
2
in the general. For example, an operator, f, dened by f(x) !
at ( 1Ref ) f(x) + g(x) where g is an input signal, needs at every instant, t,
all the rewrite rules which have been used to dene bfe
t
0
since the rst instant,
i.e., for 0  t
0
< t. The simplication would consist in searching all the values
of ! for each possible values of the arguments, which is not tractable. So, we
assume in the sequel, the following requirement:
Requirement 2
(i) A timed constant ! must be recursive
3
, in P

, at each instant.
(ii) A timed function ! cannot be dened recursively from the past, in P

, at
each instant.
For instance, the operator, f, of Example 3.4 satises Requirement 2 because
it does not depend on any timed operator whose denitions change over time.
Likewise, m is recursive, and thus it satises Requirement 2. The last item (ii)
may be weakened because a timed function which is dened over a nite
domain can be considered as a nite array of timed constants. Hence, the
scope of item (ii) can be reduced to set of functions with an innite domain.
3.5 Labelled transition system
P

, P

, P

and P
Æ
are the four stages leading to the construction of the store
F
t
at a given instant t. The following labelled transition system indicates from
a more global point of view how the stores will be generated over time during
the execution of the timed program.
Denition 3.9 (labelled transition system)
Let P be a timed program. The associated labelled transition system is a tuple
<Q ; L ;  ! ; Init> such that :

Q is the set of states. A state is a pair <H ; F > where H, called history,
is a list of stores and F is a store. The stores dene at dierent instants
operators occurring in P.

L is the set of labels where a label is a set of rules dening the incoming
signals.
2
i.e. timed operator with arguments
3
i.e. computable and terminating
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
 ! Q  L  Q is the transition relation dened as follows. We write
C
1
In
 ! C
2
for a triple < C
1
; In ; C
2
> 2 !. A transition <H ; F
t
>
In
 !
< [F
t
j H] ; F
t+1
> occurs i F
t+1
is the store computed at the instant t+1
starting from the program P, the history [F
t
j H] and the input signals
given by In.

Init is a function L  ! Q of initialization such that if In
0
represents the
denitions of the incoming signals at instant 0, then Init(In
0
) = < [] ; F
0
>.
A state, <H ; F >, is composed of the current store, F , and the history,
H, a list of the previous stores. Notice that the computation of F may need
some denitions from old stores we can nd in H.
4 Related work
Synchronous languages are specially designed for reactive programming [10].
The most representative synchronous languages are Lustre [7], Signal [9]
and Esterel [2]. All of them are based on the notion of signal and compile
programs into nite state automata. However, these languages do not handle
new abstract data types or functions as signals. So, needed pump function
cannot be dened as directly as in Example 2.2. Moreover, they do not provide
powerful temporal operators such as 2 and 3 over intervals of time. The
closest languages to our formalism are the declarative ones, namely Lustre
and Signal, the primitives of which may be divided into three categories:

The classical arithmetic or logical operators are static operators extended
to streams. We can dene them as atemporal operators.

The delay operators (pre in Lustre and $ in Signal) allow to access during
the execution to past values of signals. The operator at subsumes these
operators.

The polychronous operators allow one to express new signals from others
having dierent clocks. This can be easily expressed in our formalism by
means of tail formulas.
As for Esterel, it rather oers an imperative style of programming and, as
in our semantics, signals are remanent unlike Lustre and Signal. Note that
the compilation into a nite automaton is possible in our case too whenever
the considered applications do not need more expressive machines.
The absence of time notion in concurrent constraint programming ccp [18]
has led to the development of a new synchronous paradigm tcc [16] based
on ccp and preserving its good properties. We share with tcc the principle
of a very expressive evolving store. However, the way of expressing the store
changes is completely dierent. In tcc, the stores are generated from processes
and the process algebra is orthogonal to the formalism expressing formulas of
the stores. Moreover, these formulas are atemporal and not remanent. Thus,
the data transmission from an instant to another is performed explicitly by
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the combinator next of the process algebra. Timed term rewrite systems are
rather data-oriented, which implies that the mechanisms of data transmission
are hidden from the user. A problem of tcc inherited from ccp is the negative
information detection. At each instant, tcc may only detect an absence of
information at the end of the store computation, and thus the reaction is put
back one instant later. A solution was presented in [17]. The new paradigm
is called Timed Default cc and enables to detect an absence of information
and to react instantaneously. In compensation, the programs need to be ver-
ied statically to avoid causality loops, whereas it was not necessary for tcc
programs (\paradox-free" property of [16]). Our store is a well-dened strat-
ied rewrite system which may be adapted to a large scope of constraints. A
boolean function may stand for a predicate solving the not problem in the
logic programming paradigm and thus the negative information problem of
ccp. On the other hand, ntcc [15] extends tcc by adding non-determinism.
This paradigm has, among others, two operators noted ! and ?. !P means \P
will be always true in the current store and in the future ones", ?P means \P
will be true in the current store or in some future one". From a logic point
of view, ! and ? are the respective duals in the future of the operators 2 and
3. From a procedural point of view, ! and ? can be considered as behavior
generators, whereas 2 and 3 are behavior testers. ! and ? can be applied
just to a specic interval of time in future. However, this interval is expressed
using the base time unit: no other granularity is provided.
Temporal logic programming languages [14] are also related to our formal-
ism. The meaning of \temporal" for languages like Templog [1] and Temporal
Prolog of Gabbay [8] is not the same as the one in the synchronous world.
The time is indeed represented in a constraint system and does not constrain
temporally the execution of the program. So, the causality of the condition
in formulas is not preserved in these extensions of the logic programming,
whereas it is in our paradigm. On the other hand, these languages have the
temporal operators 2 (always) and 3 (eventually) without any reference to
time intervals. Chronolog is a data-ow temporal logic language [19] designed
to perform eÆcient computations. However, this language only manages one
clock. Since the need for a multi-granular time is very important in tempo-
ral programming, Chronolog(MC) [12] has been developed. Nevertheless, this
language is not synchronous.
5 Conclusion
We have introduced timed term rewrite systems as a conservative extension of
classical term rewrite systems which allow one to write declarative programs
where time is involved. We have also dened precisely the behavior of such
rewrite systems by means of labelled transition systems. Such transition sys-
tems are not meant to dene actual operational semantics. We quote here two
main reasons for that:
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
The history within the states of a transition system increases over time.
Thus the implementation of the history is prohibited.

The size of the rewrite rules in the dierent stores may increase over time
too. Indeed, let init be a signal such that its tick occurs only at instant 0. If
we consider now the past atom B = 2 [   1 init ::  1Ref ] B
0
then hBi
3
=
hB
0
i
0
^ hB
0
i
1
^ hB
0
i
2
. Thus, the length of the conjunction will increase by
one at each instant. Hence, the length of some timed rewrite rule containing
this conjunction will grow at the same rate.
The reader interested in an eÆcient operational semantics may consult
[3]. The proposed new semantics allows one to tackle real-world applications.
The main change consists in replacing the history by a nite set of bounded
memories.
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